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At VOX we believe that freedom starts at home and the way we 

make a home for ourselves has a great impact on our lives. That is 

why we strive to continuously develop and deliver comprehensive 

interior design solutions, i.e. stylistically matching collections of 

furniture, doors, floors and wall systems. Beautiful and functional 

interiors are the foundation of a happy home where everyone can 

feel free to be themselves.
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NATURE Collection was created out of love for natural 

materials and a belief that every space can be wisely used 

and beautifully designed. You will easily find the right spot for 

NATURE collection in various types of space: large and open, 

or traditional space divided into smaller rooms, as well as tiny 

spaces which require special care when arranging them. Robust 

furniture forms will accommodate many belongings, whereas 

wooden, slanted legs add lightness to the whole design.

THERE’S ALWAYS A RIGHT 

TIME AND PLACE FOR NATURE
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ATTENTION 

TO DETAIL

Rounded table edges will be eagerly 

appreciated by everyone since being 

comfortable at the table is equally as 

important as the taste of food, or an 

engaging conversation experienced 

there.

The combination of wood and metal is 

not only durable, but it is also a match of 

modern materials which contribute to 

an industrial style of interior.
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THERE’S NO TEAM  

LIKE THIS TEAM
Three make a band and in this case Tabanda studio, 

which designed Nature collection. Megi, Filip, and Tomek 

create furniture based on subtle contrasts and unusual 

juxtapositions. Nature-inspired motifs are cleverly used 

on modern, geometric forms; whereas austere, industrial 

elements come to life thanks to bright, cheerful colours. 

They love working with  materials, so you’ll find them at 

the woodworker’s bench, just as much as in the designers’ 

office.
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NATURE table
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AT THE TABLE

Family life revolves around the table and if this table 

is oak and solid, then family history will gradually 

show in this beautifully ageing table top. Good 

quality wood is not adverse to the passing of time, 

the company of keen do-it-yourselfers, creative kids 

or fervent cooks.

To make the table more convenient for users we 

designed a metal groove at the centre, where you 

can put pots with spices, snacks or bottles with 

beverages.  If the whole surface of the table is 

needed, the groove can be easily covered to keep 

the surface smooth.
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ONE FOR ALL

Everyone will find their spot at NATURE table, and 

we mean more than just a space to eat. This 180 

cm long, 100 cm wide and 75 cm high oak table 

has 6 drawers which can easily accommodate 

kitchen accessories and unusual treasures of each 

household member: board games, paints, favourite 

magazines, or an engagement ring which awaits THE 

moment.
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NATURE table
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ANYTHING YOU WISH
Anything can happen at this table: sophisticated 

dinner for two, a family meal, birthday party, fun 

time with kids, or quiet and focused work.
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NATURE table
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LIGHT, EASY AND SPACIOUS
Furniture from NATURE Collection boasts spacious, 

simple forms, as well as drawers and niches where 

everyone can keep something they are passionate 

about. Slanted legs and access to some pieces of 

furniture, e.g. chest of drawers - from either side  

- can make the room feel more spacious and light.

Lamp Fado Chair Closer 17
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It’s no easy feat to divide a large space so that it 

does not become limited, but, on the contrary - 

open to many new possibilities. A two-sided chest 

of drawers can divide a larger space and define 

new functions for each new space.

DIVIDE AND DECIDE
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Matching even seemingly very different pieces 

from Nature Collection will result in a look which 

is agreeable and harmonious. An ideal solution 

for a large space would be combining two colours 

of furniture fronts which go well together to add 

interest to an interior.   

FACING  

LARGE SPACE
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MODERN  

TRADITIONALIST
Nature Collection is proof that you no longer 

need to choose between tradition and modernity. 

The pieces of furniture are inspired by designs 

from the 1960s, but the combination of wood and 

metal, as well as modern fronts, are a symbol of 

modern design.

Armchair Grant Footrest Grant 23
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FOR EVERY SPACE

High table lamp Cesto Low table lamp Cesto

There’s a lot that small space needs to do: 

accommodate everything you need, provide 

comfort, and be beautifully designed. NATURE  

stands up to the challenge.
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MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS

Mix and match: put together wider chests of drawers 

with narrower ones, completely closed ones with 

partially open or two-sided. Pick your fronts: white 

fronts will introduce a Scandinavian, minimalist feel, 

whereas oak fronts will add warmth to the room.
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Check out our original platform VOXBOX to arrange 

furniture that match your ideas. It’s an easy and 

intuitive online application to arrange interiors. Try 

different configurations of furniture and see how you 

can arrange it in your own space. You can share your 

project with family and friends.

How to start using VOXBOX? 

Start by defining room dimensions and indicating 

where doors and windows should be. Then, pick wall 

colours. Now select one of the VOX collections and 

specific pieces of furniture. Arrange it as you please. 

No need to worry - VOXBOX will tell you if a specific 

arrangement isn’t possible. Save the project on your 

account so you can return to it later and implement 

changes. You can also generate a good quality 

picture to print. Share your project with VOXBOX 

users or on social media.

YOU CAN  

BE A DESIGNER TOO
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Nature table with drawers 

w180/d100/h75 cm 

2-door wardrobe 

w101/d58/h207.5 cm 

Open bookcase 

w101/d40/h207.5 cm 

Glass case 

w50.5/d40/h207.5 cm 

2-sided bookcase

w179,5/d40/h72 cm 

Cupboard 

w120/d40/h117 cm 

Create your own space. Find 

inspiration and proven solutions at 

vox.pl

NATURE

FURNITURE
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Wide bookcase 

w179.5/d40/h72 cm 

Hanging column 

36,5/30/182.5 cm 

Coffee table 

w120/d60/h45 cm 

Wall storage unit 

w50.5/d30/h64 cm 

Wall shelf 

w120/d30/h26 cm 

2-door chest of drawers 

w120/d40/h72 cm 

TV unit 

179,5/40/50 cm 

Coffee table box 

w57/d53/h11.5 cm 

Grant armchair 

w71/d84/h88 cm 
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vox.pl

Meble VOX sp. z o.o. sp. k.

Janikowo, ul. Gnieźnieńska 26/28

62-006 Kobylnica


